Lifting of the US crude exports ban;
Will it be quicker than most people think?
- We have been under the impression that a lifting of the ban of US
crude exports would have to pass through the Congress. This has
obviously also been the interpretation of for example influential
newspapers like The Wall Street Journal. However, according to a
Reuters piece on this issue published yesterday, the Congress needs
not be involved in a potential lifting of the exports ban. According to
John Kemp in Reuters, the ban could be lifted by the president acting
alone… If true it makes it a lot easier to believe in meaningful US
crude exports of course.
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US crude oil production is exploding to the upside
The upside surprise vs the expected growth equals a new Brazil the last 2.5 years
US crude is now much cheaper than Asiam crude
US crude is now also much cheaper than European crude
Refinery margins in the GOM if refining Brent would be very weak
But a US refiner using domestic crude has good margins
The consequence is that US refiners are running record high for this time of year
And the flip side is that European refiners are bleeding
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Lifting Of The US Crude Oil Exports Ban – Could It Happen?
- The president seems to be able to take the decision alone
In a Reuters piece published yesterday, John Kemp writes that the US ban on crude oil exports could in fact be lifted by the president
alone, without passing through congress. If true, this is extremely interesting news and hence we thought it was worth while to issue a separate
little report on this theme. Below are some of the most important issues mentioned in the Reuters piece including our own comments.
It seems the various statutes on which the ban of crude exports is based have either expired or give the president broad discretion. The Obama
Administration appears to be preparing for a rethink on this issue. “Restrictions on exports were born, as was the Department of Energy and the
Strategic Petroleum Reserve, on oil disruptions,” Energy Secretary Ernest Moniz said in a conference last week. “There are lots of issues in the
energy space that deserve some new analysis and examination in the context of what is now an energy world that is no longer like the 1970s”.
This possible lifting of the crude exports ban has drawn a strong response from refiners and politicians who want it maintained. Senator Robert
Menendez, a Democrat from the refining state of New Jersey, who is also chairman of the powerful Foreign Relations Committee, wrote to the
president on Monday “to express my deep concerns over the recent comments of Energy Secretary Ernest Moniz stating that your administration is
considering easing the ban on exporting domestically produced crude oil. “Easing this ban might be a win for Big Oil, but it would hurt American
consumers,” Menendez complained. “We must continue to keep domestically-produced crude here to lower prices for consumers. Allowing for
expanded crude exports would serve only to enhance the profits of Big Oil, and could force US consumers to pay even more at the pump,” he added.
My comments to this letter would be the following: This is just bullocks and propaganda. The only benefit from this banned exports of crude oil
currently are for US refiners, not the consumers at all. The consumers pay the international price for gasoline. Refiners however buy cheap
US domestic crude, refine it and earns a huge margin when exporting products abroad. What does the senator think has happened to
European refiners in this environment? The answer is that European refinery utilization in October was down an unbelievably large 1.3
million b/d just from last year. This is not due to demand for oil products falling that much in Europe, so it means products are coming in
from elsewhere. They are to a large extent coming from the US. The US ban of crude exports is hence to a large extent killing European
refiners while it is a huge benefit for US refiners. The US is currently subsidizing its own refining industry through the ban of crude exports. This
should be changed as soon as possible (it could change already next summer as you will see further below). The consequence of free exports of
crude from the US would most likely be lower prices for gasoline and petroleum products for US consumers rather than higher. Why? Because the
exports of crude from the US will contribute in pushing international crude prices lower quicker than if exports is not allowed. That will translate to
lower international prices for oil products, which would mean lower gasoline prices in the US (as less American oil products would be exported and
rather stay home and hence will contribute in pushing US oil product prices lower).
The peacetime ban on crude exports dates from 1973, when it was imposed as part of the Nixon administration’s comprehensive
price-control program designed to counter inflation. Domestic sales of crude and refined products were subject to price controls. To prevent
producers and refiners from circumventing the price caps by shipping oil abroad, both crude and products were placed on the Commerce Control List
established under the Export Administration Act of 1969 as items in “short supply”. Today, crude oil is still on the Commerce Control List as items
in short supply.
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US Refined Products Prices Would Decrease – Not Increase
- The argument that allowing exports of crude form the US would lead to higher domestic prices for gasoline is predictable
propaganda from the ones who currently benefit from the enormous spread between international crude prices and US crude prices
The crude exports restrictions are enforced by the Bureau of Industry and Security (BIS) within the Department of Commerce. The short
supply controls on crude ultimately derive their legal authority from several parts of legislation, including the Mineral Leasing Act of 1920, the Naval
Petroleum Reserves Production Act of 1976 and the Outer Continental Shelf Lands Act Amendments of 1978. But the principal authority for the ban
derives from just three statutes: the Energy Policy and Conservation Act of 1975 (EPCA), the Export Administration Act of 1979, and the International
Emergency Economic Powers Act of 1977.
EPCA leaves it to the president to decide whether to restrict oil or gas exports “in the national interest”. By far the most important law is the
Export Administration Act of 1979, which replaced an earlier act dating from 1969. The Export Administration Act expired in August 2001, after a
temporary extension, and has not been renewed. Instead, the president has issued an executive order in August each year extending the provisions of
the act and the regulations derived from it for another 12 months. The most recent renewal was contained in a one-paragraph notice issued by the
White House on Aug 8. In issuing these executive orders, the president has invoked his power under the International Emergency Economic Powers
Act to block imports or exports of any item during a “national emergency” which presents “an unusual or extraordinary threat to the national security,
foreign policy or economy of the US. As a result, the US has been living under an almost permanent state of emergency since 1994, when the
Export Administration Act first ran out, and presidents started to extend export controls by executive order.
Bottom line: EPCA allows the president to impose controls on the export of crude but only if he determines they are appropriate and
necessary and in the national interest. The Export Administration Act, which has expired, allows the president to control oil exports on the
basis they are in short supply and scarcity is threatening domestic inflation. It hence seems fairly clear that the president acting alone,
could lift the export ban, simply by directing the Bureau of Industry and Security to remove crude oil from the short supply section of the
Commerce Control List. It would be a simple matter to insert a paragraph in the next presidential notice, due by August 2014, stripping out the oil
export ban from the general renewal of the export regulations. The president would simply need to conclude that the ban is no longer appropriate and
necessary, and no longer in the national interest of the USA.
No fresh legislation seems required to lift the ban. With US crude and condensates output expected to hit record levels within the next two
years, it is hard to argue that they are still in short supply or that the US faces an excessive drain of scarce materials or serious inflationary
impact. It is no longer clear the Export Administration Act is applicable to crude. The ban ensures domestic crude oil prices remain below world
levels because producers cannot arbitrage the difference. But no such restrictions apply to refined products, so the price paid by US consumers for oil
products are linked to world levels. Domestic US refineries pocket the difference, buying cheap domestic crude below global prices while selling their
output at international levels. New Jersey Senator Menendez is in our opinion wrong to argue that ending the export ban would result in higher prices
for US consumers at the pump. It will not increase prices at all, it is in fact much more likely that the prices of refined products will drop if the US
allows crude oil exports in our opinion. The coming year we are likely to see oil producers lobbying intensely to allow exports of crude while refiners
will lobby intensely to maintain the ban on crude exports. It will be interesting to see what happens. If we have to bet on this we would put our money
on a lifting of the ban during the coming two-three years and it could happen already during 2014 if the Reuters interpretation is correct.
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US Crude Production Back On The Rise – The Shale Revolution
- After more than 20 years of steep production decline, US production is exploding to the upside

US Monthly Crude Oil Production
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Upside US Surprise Of 1.9 Million b/d So Far Last Two Years
- Since the summer of 2011 the IEA has “received 1.9 million b/d” into their balances that was not on the table in in 2011
- In other words; almost a new Brazil has entered the US market since 2011 and it came from “out of the blue”

How Large Has The Shale Liquids Surprise
Been So Far?
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Mars (US GOM) Now Much Cheaper Than Dubai (Asia)
Regional Crude Arbs; US vs Asia
(Mars vs Dubai; will indicate if crude demand is stronger in US or Asia
If Asia is strengthening v s US, West Af rican grades mov e east instead of west)
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Brent Much More Expensive Than LLS (US GOM) Now
Regional Crude Arbs; Europe vs US
(Brent vs LLS; will indicate if North Sea crude mov es ov er the Atlantic and if
West Af rican grades mov e to US or Europe)
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US GOM Margin Would Be Very Poor On Imported Crude
Brent USG Cracking Margin
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… But US Margin Is Very Good On refining Domestic Crude
LLS USG Cracking Margin
(Margin before processing costs - Reuters yields - This margin is caluclated
using the Reuters cracking margin for Brent in the GOM and adding the Brent
LLS diff)
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US Refiners Are Running Hard – Why Shouldn’t They?

Million b/d
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The Flip Side Is That European Refining Is Hammered Down
- EU 16 refinery throughput down 1.3 mbd (13%) since last year

Million b/d
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